The Nonnegative Inverse Eigenvalue Problem (NIEP) is the problem of determining necessary and sufficient conditions for a list of n complex numbers to be the spectrum of an entry-wise nonnegative matrix of dimension n. This is a very difficult and long standing problem and has been solved only for n ≤ 4. In this paper, the NIEP for a particular class of nonnegative matrices, namely Leslie matrices, is considered. Leslie matrices are nonnegative matrices, with a special zero-pattern, arising in the Leslie model, one of the best known and widely used models to describe the growth of populations. The lists of nonzero complex numbers that are subsets of the spectra of Leslie matrices are fully characterized. Moreover, the minimal dimension of a Leslie matrix having a given list of three numbers among its spectrum is provided. This result is partially extended to the case of lists of n > 2 real numbers.
that the number of zeros that need to be added may be very large and hard to be estimated. Some estimates of this number have been recently given in some particular cases [8, 14] .
In this paper, the NIEP for a particular class of nonnegative matrices, namely Leslie matrices, is considered. A Leslie matrix is a nonnegative matrix defined in the Leslie model [16] , one of the most heavily used models in population ecology. This is a discrete-time model of an age-structured population which describes the development, mortality, and reproduction of the individuals of a population.
As shown in [12] , there is no loss of generality in considering the NIEP for non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrices, i.e., nonnegative matrices of the form
a n−1 a n−2 · · · a 1 a 0 1 0 · · · 0 0 0 1 · · · 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
with a 0 > 0 and n−1 i=0 a i = 1. Note that a non-singular Leslie matrix is similar to the companion matrix via a diagonal transformation.
In [12] , Kirkland characterized the regions L n of points in the complex plane which can serve as characteristic roots of n-dimensional row stochastic Leslie matrices 2 . Representations of the regions L n for n = 3, . . . , 8 can be found in [3] .
In this paper, the NIEP for Leslie matrices is considered. In particular, as stated above, there is no loss of generality in considering only non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrices and, consequently, only lists of nonzero complex numbers.
A list of n nonzero complex numbers will be said to be L-realizable if there exists a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix of order n having the given list as spectrum.
Moreover, the problem of characterizing the lists of complex numbers that are subsets of the spectra of Leslie matrices is addressed. It is worth noting that, when considering Leslie matrices, this last problem is quite different from that for nonnegative matrices. In fact, as discussed above, if a given list is not the spectrum of any Leslie matrix, then appending zeros to the list does not change the situation at all. Moreover, in general, as will be clear later, it is not sufficient to append a single number to the list in order to obtain a list which is the spectrum of a Leslie matrix.
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The Inverse Eigenvalue Problem for Leslie Matrices so that, from non-negativity of the coefficients a i 's and Descartes' rule of signs, it has exactly one positive root that, from the stochasticity of the matrix, is equal to 1. Moreover, a non-singular Leslie matrix is irreducible, and therefore, further limitations on the location of its eigenvalues are provided by the Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible nonnegative matrices [9, 21] . These conditions, together with the basic necessary conditions coming from the fact that a nonnegative matrix has real entries and nonnegative trace (non-negativity of the moments, closure under complex conjugation, . . . ) [11] , form the necessary conditions for a list of nonzero complex numbers to be the spectrum of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix.
The following theorem, proved in [20] , shows that, when considering lists of real numbers, the above described necessary conditions turn out to be also sufficient:
. . , λ n } of n > 2 nonzero real numbers λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n is L-realizable if and only if the following set of conditions holds:
Finally, some minor results can be stated for small lists of complex numbers. For example, when considering lists of three complex numbers, necessary conditions allow us to rewrite the generic list as
Hence, the necessary and sufficient condition for L-realizability of the list (2.2) is that
This follows immediately from the definition of the set L 3 itself.
Consider now lists of four complex numbers. In this case, necessary conditions allow us to rewrite the generic list as
The next theorem provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for L-realizability of the list (2.3).
Theorem 2.2. The list Λ = {1, λ 2 , λ 3 ,λ 3 } of four complex numbers is the spectrum of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix if and only if the following set of conditions holds:
.
Proof. Theorem immediately follows by imposing non negativity on the coefficients of the polynomial whose roots are the numbers of the list Λ. 3. Embedding lists to achieve L-realizability. When the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are not satisfied, then there does not exist a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix of dimension n having the list Λ of n real numbers as spectrum. However, the list may be a subset of the spectrum of some "bigger" non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix. Consider for example, the list of three real numbers
Since the sum of all the numbers of the list is negative, then there does not exist a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix of dimension three having the list as spectrum. Actually, there does not even exist a nonnegative matrix of dimension three having the list Λ as spectrum, for the same reason. Nevertheless, the list is a subset of the spectra of the two following non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrices 
The next theorem completely characterizes the lists of nonzero complex numbers that are subsets of the spectra of non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrices.
. . , λ n } of n nonzero complex numbers is a subset of the spectrum of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix of dimension N ≥ n if and only if one of the following sets of conditions holds: a1) |λ i | < 1 for all i; a2) all the real numbers λ i of the list, if any, are negative; or b1) |λ i | ≤ 1 for all i and |λ i | = 1 for some i; b2) all the numbers λ i of unit modulus appear only once in the list and are among the r-th roots of unity for some positive integer r; b3) taking the minimal value of r, no number of the list such that |λ i | < 1 has an argument which is an integer multiple of 2π/r.
Proof. (Sufficiency)
Case a. Suppose the polynomial
has no real positive roots and all its roots are less than one in modulus. Hence, from Lemma 4 in [22] , the polynomial (x − 1) · p(x) divides a polynomial q(x) of the form in which all the coefficients a 1 , . . . , a N −1 are nonnegative and a 0 > 0. Moreover, since q(1) = 0, then
Consequently, the row stochastic Leslie matrix
, is a non-singular matrix having all the numbers of the list Λ among its eigenvalues.
Case b. Consider the polynomial
This polynomial satisfies all the conditions (1)-(4) of condition (C) of Theorem 1 in [5] . As a consequence, it divides a polynomial q(x) of the form (3.5) such that q(1) = 0 and in which all the coefficients a 1 , . . . , a N −1 are nonnegative and a 0 > 0. Hence, the matrix L in (3.6) is a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix with all the numbers of the list Λ among its eigenvalues.
(Necessity) Since the list Λ can be embedded in a larger list Λ , which is the spectrum of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix, then it must not contradict the necessary conditions for L-realizability of the list Λ . Hence, conditions a1 and a2 as well as conditions b1, b2 and b3 follow from the necessary conditions described at the beginning of Section 2.
The next corollary immediately follows from the previous theorem in the case where the list contains only real numbers.
. . , λ n } of n > 2 nonzero real numbers such that λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n is a subset of the spectrum of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix of dimension N ≥ n if and only if one of the following sets of conditions holds:
For the list (3.4), for example, conditions b of Corollary 3.2 are satisfied and indeed, there exist nonsingular row stochastic Leslie matrices having the numbers of the list among their eigenvalues. It is then interesting to evaluate the minimum number of elements that is necessary to append to a given list in order to achieve L-realizability of the extended list. To gain insight into this problem the following definitions and lemmas are needed.
A set C ∈ R n is said to be a cone provided that αC ⊆ C for all α ≥ 0. A cone C is said to be solid if it contains an open ball of R n and it is said to be pointed if C ∩ −C = {0}. A cone which is closed, convex, solid and pointed is said to be a proper cone. A cone C is said to be polyhedral, or finitely generated, if it is expressible as the intersection of a finite family of closed half-spaces. Every polyhedral cone C ∈ R n is convex and closed and can be represented by a matrix K ∈ R n×m , with nonzero columns, as the set of all nonnegative linear combinations of the columns of K, that is, C = cone (K). The matrix K is called a generating matrix for the cone. A generating matrix is said to be a minimal generating matrix for C in case its columns are non-negatively independent. In this case, the columns are the extreme rays of the cone. Given the polyhedral cones C 1 = cone (K 1 ) and C 2 = cone (K 2 ), the polyhedral cone generated by the matrix
Given a list Λ = {λ 1 , λ 2 . . . , λ n } of n nonzero complex numbers, closed under complex conjugation, let us associate to it the convex cone
where the sets C i are the polyhedral cones
in which the matrix A ∈ R n×n is the real Jordan form of the matrices having the minimal polynomial equal to
and b ∈ R n is the vector of all ones. In more detail, the matrix A is a block diagonal matrix where each block A k has the form
if λ k is a real number appearing n k times in the list, or
if the complex conjugate pair of numbers α k ± iω k appears n k times in the list. It is worth noting that, since the cone C (Λ) consists of the sum of an infinite number of polyhedral cones, then it may be the case that it is not a polyhedral cone. Moreover, by definition,
and if C N = C N +1 , then C (Λ) = C i , ∀i ≥ N.
Theorem 3.1 and the results presented in [1] allow the following lemma to be proved: The following lemma links the numbers of extremal vectors of the cone C (Λ) with the minimal number of elements to append to the list Λ in order to achieve L-realizability.
Lemma 3.5. Given a list Λ = {λ 1 , λ 2 . . . , λ n } of n nonzero complex numbers, closed under complex conjugation and containing the number 1 exactly once, the minimal dimension of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix, having the list Λ among its spectrum, coincides with the number of columns of any minimal generating matrix of the cone C (Λ).
Proof. Denote by n C ≥ n the number of columns of a minimal generating matrix for C (Λ) and by n L ≥ n the minimal dimension of a (non-singular) row stochastic Leslie matrix having a spectrum containing the list Λ. Consider then a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix L of minimal dimension n L such that the list Λ is a subset of its spectrum. Then
where all the coefficients a 1 , . . . , a n L −1 are nonnegative, a 0 > 0 and n L −1 i=0 a i = 1. Since the list Λ is a subset of the spectrum of L, then the matrix A, having the list Λ as spectrum, is such that p L (A) = 0, that is, A n L = a 0 I + a 1 A + · · · + a n L −1 A n L −1 .
By multiplying both sides of the above equation by the vector b, one has
that is, the vector A n L b is a convex combination of the vectors b, Ab, . . . , A n L −1 b. Hence, the vector A n L b belongs to the cone C n L so that C n L = C n L +1 = C (Λ) .
As a consequence, n C ≤ n L .
Assume now the cone C (Λ) to be a polyhedral proper cone having a minimal generating matrix K of dimension n C . Hence, by construction,
that is, the vector A n C b belongs to the cone C n C and can be expressed as a convex combination of the vectors b, Ab, . . . , A n C −1 b. This can be written as follows: and
in which all the coefficients a 1 , . . . , a n C −1 are nonnegative, a 0 > 0 and n C −1 i=0 a i = 1. Note that, if a 0 = 0, then C (Λ) = C n C −1 thus contradicting minimality of n C .
Let T ∈ R n C ×n C be the transformation matrix such that J = T −1 M T is the real Jordan canonical form of M . Then, setting K = KT , the following equalities hold true:
Note that, since the matrix K is full rank, then the matrix T can always be chosen in such a way that the matrix K 1 consisting of the first n columns of K is a full rank matrix. Consequently, equation (3.7) can be written as follows:
and, in particular,
Hence, p A (x) = p J1 (x). Considering then a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix of the form (3.6) and of dimension n C , since p L (x) = p M (x),
Hence, there exists a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix L of dimension n C having the list Λ among its spectrum. As a consequence, n L ≤ n C , and this concludes the proof. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 allow the results presented in [2] to be used to determine the minimal dimension of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix having a given list of three real numbers among its spectrum. The next theorem follows immediately from (Case B) of Theorem 5 in [2]: Theorem 3.6. Consider a list Λ = {1, λ 2 , λ 3 } of three real numbers such that −1 < λ 3 ≤ λ 2 < 0. Then, the minimal dimension of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix having the given list among its spectrum is the minimum odd number n L ≥ 3 for which the following holds:
. Remark 3.7. It is worth noting that the conditions of Theorem 3.6 reduce to condition 2 of Theorem 2.1 when n L = n = 3. In fact, in this case, the following hold: 
Considering for example the list of three real numbers Λ = {1, −0.5, −0.7}, the minimum odd number for which the condition of Theorem 3.6 does hold is n L = 5.
The previous result can be partially extended to the case of lists of n real numbers as follows:
Theorem 3.8. Consider an L-realizable list Λ = {1, λ 2 , . . . , λ n } of n > 2 nonzero real numbers. Then, the list Λ = {1, λ 2 − δ, . . . , λ n − δ} is L-realizable for 0 ≤ δ ≤δ = 1 + λ 2 + · · · + λ n n and there exists a positive value ∆ >δ such that for δ < δ < ∆ the minimal dimension of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix having the given list among its spectrum is n L = n + 2.
Proof. Since the list is L-realizable, then, in view of Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, the cone C (Λ) associated to the list is a polyhedral proper cone with n extreme rays. Hence,
and the vector A n b can be expressed as a convex combination of the extreme rays of the cone, that is, (3.8) A n b = a 0 b + a 1 Ab + · · · + a n−1 A n−1 b.
Moreover, all the coefficients a 0 , . . . , a n−2 are positive while a n−1 is nonnegative. In fact, a 0 = |λ 2 | · |λ 3 | · · · |λ n | > 0, a n−1 = 1 + λ 2 + · · · + λ n ≥ 0 and, for h = 2, . . . , n − 1,
since all the negative terms coming from the second summation cancel out with the corresponding terms coming from the product 3 . Let us now consider the list Λ(δ) = {1, λ 2 − δ, . . . , λ n − δ} with increasing values for δ, starting from δ = 0 . If δ ≤δ, then the conditions of Theorem 2.1 do hold so that the list is L-realizable.
In fact: 1 + (λ 2 − δ) + · · · + (λ n − δ) = 1 + λ 2 + · · · + λ n − nδ ≥ 0,
In particular, when δ =δ, the list Λ(δ) sums to zero. In this case, a 0 , . . . , a n−2 > 0 and a n−1 = 0, and equation (3.8) reduces to (3.9) A n b = a 0 b + a 1 Ab + · · · + a n−2 A n−2 b.
Hence, the vector A n b lies on a face of dimension n − 1 of the cone C Λ(δ) . Note that also the vector A n+1 b lies on a face of dimension n − 1; in fact, by multiplying both sides of equation (3.9) by A, one has
On the other hand, by multiplying both sides of equation (3.9) by A 2 and using equation (3.9) for A n b, one has A n+2 b = (a 0 a n−2 )b + (a 1 a n−2 )Ab +
where all the coefficients a 0 , . . . , a n−1 are positive. Therefore, the vector A n+2 b lies in the interior of the cone C Λ(δ) (see the Lemma in [7] ). As soon as δ >δ, the vectors A n b and A n+1 b do not belong to cone b Ab A 2 b · · · A n−1 b anymore while the vector A n+2 b still lies in its interior. Hence, the cone C (Λ(δ)) turns out to have n + 2 extreme rays, that is,
and this concludes the proof.
Consider for example, the list of four real numbers
In view of Theorem 2.1, the list is L-realizable for 0 ≤ δ ≤δ = 0.1. As soon as δ >δ, the list is not L-realizable anymore but it is a subset of the spectrum of the following six dimensional row stochastic Leslie matrix: that is, that defined by the vectors Ab, A 2 b and A 5 b. On the other hand, the vector A 8 b lies in the interior of the cone. In fact, it can be written as Hence, as soon as δ > ∆, the cone C(Λ(δ)) turns out to have 8 extreme rays. Several computations suggest that the same situation considered in the proof of Theorem 3.8, and shown in this example, occurs for different values of n and for increasing values of δ. In particular, if for a given value of the λ i 's the cone C (Λ) has N extreme rays, then, when decreasing the value of the λ i 's, the vector A N b approaches the face of dimension n − 1 of the cone C (Λ) defined by the extreme rays b, Ab, . . ., A n−3 b and A N −2 b. At some point, the vector A N b, as well as the vector A N +1 b, lie on a face of dimension n − 1 of the cone while the vector A N +2 b is in its interior. Hence, a further decrease of the λ i 's determines the cone C (Λ) to have N + 2 extreme rays, that is,
The values of the λ i 's for which this occurs can be computed by imposing that the vector A N b is a convex combination of the extreme rays b, Ab, . . ., A n−3 b and A N −2 b. In this case, the following holds:
The above considerations suggest the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1. Consider a list Λ = {1, λ 2 . . . , λ n } of n > 2 nonzero real numbers such that −1 < λ i < 0 for all i. Then, the minimal dimension n L of a non-singular row stochastic Leslie matrix having the given list among its spectrum is the minimum number n L = n + 2k, k = 1, 2, . . ., for which the following holds:
(3.11) det b Ab · · · A n−3 b A n L −2 b A n L b · b Ab · · · A n−1 b ≥ 0.
